Folk Song as a Therapeutic Resource
Abstract
Within the contemporary context of abundant online availability of music, the purpose of this
essay is to provide the clinical music therapist with an understanding of how folk song can
enable a deeper understanding of many song forms. This will include (1) outlining three primary
functions of music as understood in recent evolutionary thought about music; (2) examining
what happens when we sing with a description of the human vocal/tonal system; (3) summarizing
research concerning the benefits of singing and vocal therapy approaches developed in the
profession; (4) defining folklore, settling on folk song itself; (5) examining the musical structures
and lyrical themes of traditional songs, focusing on specific examples from the folk music of
Atlantic Canada; (6) broadening the spectrum to examine world music styles while integrating
these aspects with music therapy theory; (7) suggesting how music therapists can mine this rich
musical and lyrical resource in their clinical work; (8) examining the use of folk song in the
context of client preference; and (9) presenting three clinical vignettes on the use of folk song in
music therapy.

“Music therapy is a relatively new profession. It is being increasingly recognized at a time when
there has never been such a variety of music available to so many people.”
(Bunt & Stige, 2014, p. 1)
The new technologies of online music distribution make available a mindboggling and
ever-expanding array of sounds, artists, and genres of music. This creates a new and unique
challenge for clinical music therapists. How can they find their way through this endless flow of
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music? How can they begin to understand this music enough to make it a genuine resource
within the therapeutic encounter? How can they use this with an approach that recognizes both
the personal and social aspects of the individual?
In this essay, I will examine traditional folk song as a therapeutic resource. This provides
us with an opportunity to outline the root structures and themes of historical world music(s).
Examining these primal forms—which are often simpler than present forms but not necessarily
so—enables us to recognize many of them in contemporary expressions. It is my intention that
this essay may provide a pathway to understanding the music of the past, thereby grounding the
music of the present, allowing for the development of generative music therapy resources to
move forward.
I will take examples from the folk songs of Atlantic Canada. Having worked as a
collector of folk songs in New Brunswick, I often draw on the insights gained by working with
older songs, and I have also composed works based on traditional song forms. As a music
therapist, I have found folk song forms and themes adaptable to many clinical contexts.
I begin by outlining the primary functions of music as understood in recent evolutionary
thought about music. This will provide us with an underlying structure featuring three essential
aspects of music. Next, I ask, “What happens when we sing?” This requires a description of the
human vocal/tonal system. I look at important research concerning the benefits of singing, and I
outline vocal therapy approaches developed thus far in the profession. I follow this with a
definition of folklore, settling on folk song itself. From there I proceed to an understanding of the
structures and themes of traditional songs, moving to focus on specific examples from the folk
music of Atlantic Canada. I then examine world music styles in the light of music therapy theory.
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I suggest how music therapists can mine this rich musical and lyrical resource in their clinical
work, within the context of client preference. Finally, I present three individuals for whom folk
song was an important part of the music therapy experience.
Three Evolutionary Functions of Music
As Cross (2009) points out, there are three identifiable areas or “functions” in which
music has proved to be of essential importance in the evolution of humankind: as a stimulus to
group coordination, as rhythmic entrainment, and as a foundation for a kind of floating
intentionality of meaning. His summaries of these functions provide a clear pathway for
understanding the effectiveness of music within the social/relational domain:
Function 1 (F1):
The coordinating/interactive function of music . . . involves overt action and active group
engagement, and is employed not only in caregiver–infant interaction, entertainment and
courtship but also in ritual, particularly at times of significant life transitions (such as the
passage from adolescence to adulthood, from season to season, or from life to death).
More often than not, music is an integral part of a wider range of everyday activities.
(Cross, 2009, p. 6)
Function 2 (F2):
The function of rhythmic entrainment . . . refers to the coordination in time of one
participant’s behaviours with those of another and involves the organization of perception
and behaviour around temporal regularities that are inferred (generally not consciously)
from musical sounds and actions in the form of a periodic pulse or beat that is sensed by
all participants. (Cross, 2009, p. 6)
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Function 3 (F3):
The function of floating intentionality, suggests that . . . meaning in music appears to be
less susceptible to consensual determination than is meaning in language; music certainly
bears meaning, but the meanings that it can bear are more impenetrable and susceptible to
change according to the contexts in which they are experienced than are those of
language. (Cross, 2009, p. 7)
These three functions of music are found in all cultural epochs, and one can speculate that
it is so because music has survival value in the human experience. I will refer to the interactive
(F1), entraining (F2), and meaningful (F3) aspects of music as I unfold the argument for folk
song as a therapeutic resource. With these aspects in mind, our working definition of music is
sound as human play (F1) that is time-ordered (F2) and trans-verbal (F3).
From this we see that music provides a bridge to the “other” and allows for development
of relationship in the social/cultural domain. We must also keep in mind the reality that music is
a resource for the individual’s innermost self, for one’s emotional, rational, and transrational
experience. Music therapy as a profession has been developing new and effective therapeutic
approaches in both the personal and social aspects of treatment. For example, we can consider
the growth in training and practice of GIM (the Bonny Method of Guided Imagery and Music) as
compared to the more culture-based CoMT (community music therapy). Each of these
approaches has received increased recognition in the wider health care community, yet one takes
a more personal and the other uses a more social approach to therapy. Of course, the personal
and the social are not mutually exclusive; this distinction is being made for the purposes of
clarity as I move forward in this essay.
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What happens when we sing?
We are sound-making creatures, most notably through the voice. Burrows (1990)
observes that
a number of different human sounds, the voice among them, result from the stratagem of
tapping into the primary activity of breathing. Sneezing, snoring, snorting interrupt the
flow of air at the nose instead of the larynx; wheezing and gasping are protovocalizations, gasping exceptionally taking place on the intake. (p. 29)
Speaking and singing share the same breathing apparatus (generator). They also share the
larynx (vibrator); the back palate and sinus cavities (resonators); and the tongue, teeth, and
mouth (articulators). But there are important differences between speaking and singing. In
speech, the resonators and articulators are changing much more quickly than in singing. Spoken
vowels have more formants (the characteristic pitch-constituent) and they are weaker. In singing,
the vowel formants are strong, being relatively few in number with spaces between them. In
singing, articulation of the consonants must be somewhat exaggerated, while vowel resonance
and articulation must be adapted to the pitch of the laryngeal note. In summary, song has more
steady states of sound, which makes singing a more prolonged and energized speech.
We are also sound-perceiving creatures. As Ihde (2008) noted, “Sounds are first
experienced as sounds of things” (p. 59). We hear shapes and surfaces. By its nature, the voiced
tone expands in every direction and is then reflected back to our ears for location and re-location.
This auditory orientation informs us of our place in the world. “Long before [the child] has
learned to speak,” Ihde observes, “he has heard and entered the conversation which is
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humankind” (p. 118). The sound surrounds and brings meaning; listening comes before
speaking. “Through the polymorphic shaping of sound sing innumerable languages. Languages
bind together and separate humanity. Otherness and strangeness is dramatic in the difference of
tongues, but there is also the human ability to ‘sing’ in any language” (Ihde, p. 120). The native
language gives structure to the individual’s auditory imagination; what is usually taken as inner
silence is in fact filled with the words of inner speech, of inner dialogue.
What happens when we sing? I can begin to shape an answer to this question. The
auditory field is omnidirectional, and we identify it with our ears, a bidimensional hearing
structure, outlining our place in space, an echolocation in life. I sing, and my own voice of song
vibrates within my body and penetrates my awareness, as does the voice of the other. As Ihde
(2008) states about the use of the voice, “It is in his speaking that he fills the space between us
and by it I am auditorily immersed and penetrated as sound ‘physically’ invades my body” (p.
79). Yet, we are also immersed in the relative silence between sounds. Silence reveals the
passage of time, the spaces between sounds. Reverberation reveals rhythm and duration, even to
the point of entrainment (F2). The reach of song provides an auditory boundary to my world, a
horizon beyond which exist other worlds of sound. As well, we hear the polyphony of the
inner/personal voice in counterpoint with the outer/social voices. The music in the song provides
a structure where the poetic voice creates a floating intentionality of meaning (F3), allowing each
listener to appropriate the song according to the needs of the moment. Finally, in song we join
the tribal narrative, the communal interaction in the ongoing lifespan of generation after
generation (F1).
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Singing in Music Therapy
I have described the physical and acoustical aspects of singing production. Next, I expand
on the possible therapeutic implications of singing in music therapy. Clearly, the voice is one
instrument that all humans have. In my own theoretical work, I have enfolded all aspects of the
voice as a tonal system embedded in humans, “Tonos is that music system which organizes
humans as sound generating beings, particularly through the voice” (Lauzon, 2011, p. 17). I
understand this system as affecting all aspects of a music state: the responsive, expressive,
changing, neurobiological, emotional, cognitive, ecological, relational, and transpersonal. This
theory understands people as natural systems, allowing for a music-centered approach to
integrating voice in therapy. As well, there is good scientific evidence showing the many benefits
of singing. Summers (2014), in a review of foundational literature on empirical research into
singing, summarized the research on the therapeutic effects of singing in social, physiological,
and personal domains:
The first and most predominant benefit was the overall social, emotional, psychological,
and spiritual health benefits of singing in a group or choir setting. The second was the
improved physiological effects of singing alone or in a group, including relaxation,
improved breathing, stress reduction, improved posture, etc. A third benefit was the
impact of singing on personal psychological well-being, which included the regulation of
emotions and mood, having effective coping strategies, finding/having meaning in life,
having a good life balance, and overall life satisfaction. (p. 34)
A sampling of the research Summers described includes Clift and Hancox’s (2010) crossnational study of 1100 choir members from 21 choirs in three countries where there was solid
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data to support the efficacy of singing for psychological well-being; a pain study by Kenny and
Faunce (2004) reporting that those participants receiving a singing intervention reported lower
levels of pre-intervention negative mood and pain; Eyre’s (2011) description of the positive
effects of singing in a therapeutic chorale for persons with chronic mental illness; and an
Australian study with statistical evidence that singing songs could alter mood (Unwin, Kenny, &
Davis, 2002). In addition, Clift et al. (2010) showed that participation in choral or group singing
resulted in increased happiness, better concentration, decreased anxiety, improved social
interaction with reduced feelings of isolation, a stronger motivation to be active, and increased
cognitive stimulation through learning.

Singing is a natural expression within all music therapy models, particularly in active
rather than receptive approaches. The review by Summers (2014) included the following clinical
approaches to voice: therapeutic singing lessons (Austin, 2008; Newham, 1998; Tyson, 1982);
therapeutic singing (Johnson, 2014); vocal improvisation (Priestley, 1975; Sauve, 2004; Sokolov,
1987, 2009, 2012); vocal psychotherapy (Austin, 2008, 2011); sound healing (Gardner-Gordon,
1993; Goldman, 1997); and singing for health and wellness (Keyes, 1973; Oddy, 2001;
Summers, 2011, 2014).

Baker and Uhlig (2011) proposed that a model of vocal therapy have four components:

1.   the sounds of the voice: breath, sighing, vocalization, chanting, toning, verbal singing,
and dialogue;
2.   the identification of whose voice is being used or heard and in what form: the music
therapist’s voice, the client’s voice, or both singing together, and whether a cappella or
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accompanied with instruments;
3.   the voicework approach: unstructured, structured, or semi-structured;
4.   the theoretical frameworks: psychotherapeutic, developmental,
physiological/neurological/medical, cognitive, or transpersonal/spiritual.
In summary, we see that singing/voicework has benefits in the personal, physiological,
and social domains. We have access to a body of empirical research in this area. We witness
various music therapy approaches to singing developing in the past thirty years. We will keep
this history in mind moving forward.
Folk Song
Before exploring the specific benefits of using folk song in music therapy, we need to
ground our understanding of folk song from the viewpoint of ethnomusicology. “Folklore is the
material that is handed on by tradition, either by word of mouth or by custom and practice”
(Fowke, 1976, p. 9). It can be divided into verbal, movement, and material arts. In the verbal arts
the storyteller and the singer of folk songs carry the tradition forward. Song is the most widely
used of all musical forms; in every culture, people sing. Consider that songs contain the benefits
of music and of words combined. They are immediately accessible to the individual voice and
full of meaning.
About the Music
Levitin (2008) points out that “all over the world and in disparate cultures, human singing
is present in two broad styles or forms: strict synchrony and alternation” (p. 58). When the
family sings a song like “Happy Birthday,” there is a synchronous locking in coupled with a
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predictive anticipation of what is coming up next in the tune, a rhythmic and emotional
entrainment (F2). But folk song takes on many musical forms beyond singing in unison.
Sometimes members of the group deliberately do not lock in, which is what Levitin refers to as
alternation. One example of this playing with time is singing call and response. Levitin describes
how the repetition of a musical phrase allows for many types of antiphony and is an integral
aspect of world musics:
Call and response is often found in American gospel music and is based on an ancient
African tradition. Indeed, in sub-Saharan African cultures in particular, this style is
considered emblematic of a democratic participation in the music. Call and response is
found in traditional Indian classical music (where it is called jugalbandi or sawaal-javaab
in North Indian classical music), in Latin American music (where it is called
coropregon), and in European classical music (antiphony). (2008, p. 59)
One can hear that improvisation is built into these antiphonal forms as, for example, in
the sea shanties found in the music of Atlantic Canada. Canons are another form of alternation in
singing, where the next singer (and the next) takes up the same theme successively, as in “Row,
Row, Row Your Boat.” Yet another interesting song type is the add-on song, where one line is
added with each successive verse of the song (“Old MacDonald Had a Farm”). This form is quite
popular in the music of French Canada. Pavlicevic (2003) explains that having a grasp of musical
structure enables the music therapist to “let go and be utterly spontaneous while also keeping
track of what you’re doing . . . when you will do it, and how” (p.75). Her practical outline of
fundamental music structures includes folk and classical forms.
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Concerning melody in folk song, Kenneth Peacock states in the “About the Music”
section of Maritime Folk Songs that the simple folk melody, although short, “is a complete
musical experience in itself. It must be good enough to withstand constant repetition and at the
same time offer ample scope for expressive ornamentation” (Creighton, 1979, p. x). It is clear
that ancient melodies have stood the test of time. How is this accomplished? Peacock explains:
I might point out the weak melodic potential of the diatonic harmonic system, especially
in the major key. Composers of the early diatonic period soon exhausted the melodic
possibilities of their material and looked beyond the popular air-and-variation technique
for other means of development. During the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries
vast rhythmic and key-relationship structures (sonata, concerto, rondo form) were
developed to extend the time span of the system. . . . The aesthetic of the diatonic system
is harmonic, not melodic. For the melodic aesthetic we must look to the scales upon
which all our pre-harmonic music is based, the modes. (p. x)
I remind the reader that modes are each of the scale systems built upon different set
patterns of tones and semitones as experienced, for example, when the white notes on the piano
are played consecutively over an octave: C to C, D to D, E to E, etc. The modes and other scalar
variations give character to the folk songs of every culture. In addition to the traditional sevennote modes, the five-note pentatonic scale is also favoured for folk melodies. For example, the
folk songs of Scotland and of China are primarily based on modes built upon a pentatonic scale.
The use of modal scales and the pentatonic forms allow for creative possibility and expression.
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About the Words
Most importantly, songs are sung words; logically, we can’t separate the music from the
words and still call it song. It follows that the musical structure of traditional song is based on the
overall strophic and binary structure of the poetry, the lyric. This poetry comes from a world
where tradition is passed on orally, from generation to generation. It is important to understand
how dramatically things have been changing. Our contemporary world of poetry has been
strongly influenced by the writings of Ezra Pound, T. S. Eliot, and others to the extent that
modern poetry has become more cerebral, abstract, urban, and visual, and it has moved away
from the tradition based on the musical/oral transmission of lyric. Yet, song poetry is true poetry,
a lyric in touch with the most ancient of traditions. It is poetry composed to communicate with
the energy of song. According to Ihde (2008), the dramaturgical voice—which occurs in drama,
in ritual or liturgy, and in poetry—amplifies the musical effect of speech:
In its most ancient form, poetry was spoken, recited in the singing of a verse. There was
the recitation of an epic, the singing of a ballad, the extended storytelling in the form of
verse. The music and rhythm of poetry retains its adherence to the spoken word, for
poetry is “close” to music as a form of dramaturgical voice. In one respect, the poetic
voice is the most flexible of voices. Its range extends to the liturgical in the psalm and the
theatrical in epic. But more than giving presence to the voices of others and of gods,
poetic voice extends to things. In poetic voice there resounds a “speech” of rocks,
mountains, and sky; of machines and jugs and other voices of the world. (p. 178)
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What then is the folk song about? My first approach is to analyze the contents of several
songbooks from different countries in different time periods and to make a list of some
traditional song types:

lullabies

novelty songs

game songs

religious songs

love songs

patriotic songs

story ballads

seasonal songs

work songs

healing songs

laments

My second approach to understanding the themes of folk song is to look at the categories of
songs in collections that were organized by two important song collectors from the province of
Nova Scotia in Canada:
W. Roy MacKenzie, Ballads and Sea Songs From Nova Scotia (1928)
•   Songs of the Old World
•   Of Man and Maid—tragic and comedic
•   Return of the Lover—testing his sweetheart
•   Sea Songs—fighting songs, misfortunes at sea, shanties
Helen Creighton, Songs and Ballads From Nova Scotia (1932/1966)
•   Dramatic Events—old ballads
•   English—triumph and tragedy / Scottish—home and loved ones
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•   Love—proposed, plighted, rejected, bereaved
•   Supernatural—songs of enchantment and spirits
•   Humorous
•   Battles
•   Special Occasions—dancing, work, worship
We see in these songs from Nova Scotia that there are themes that we might not consider
in the same way today—for example, themes important to life in the 19th century, to special
attitudes towards love and patriotism, and to connections to the Old World. The songs were
collected in rural outports, sung by older and unlettered men and women. The audience would
have been the family, neighbours, or perhaps others in the play or work environment. As
Kenneth Peacock pointed out in his “About the Music” section of Maritime Folk Songs, “In their
natural habitat Maritime folksongs are nearly always sung without accompaniment” (Creighton,
1979, p. xii). Currently, these songs are usually performed with instrumental accompaniment on
guitar or piano. The modern folk singer learns these songs either by ear from another singer or
recording or from the pages of songbooks.
My third approach to categorizing thematic folk song content is to identify a theme as a
continuum of experience. In other words, folk song has been used to describe complementary
and contrasting experiences:
Play ↔ Work
Young ↔ Old
Woman ↔ Man
Loss ↔ Gain
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Sad ↔ Happy
Tragedy ↔ Comedy
Past ↔ Future
Mock ↔ Praise
Random ↔ Ritual
Generally in folk song we experience real people living lives throughout the life cycle.
For centuries the story ballad was sung for entertainment, for the passing on of history, and for
moral reflection. A great ballad, and there are many, could in a few poetic lines put the listener
into the very heart of a dramatic life situation—a lover dying, a battle engaged, a traveller lost. It
would do this with a memorable lyric, a singing tune, and an emotional charge specific to the
story being told. It is no wonder that composers such as Bartok, Stravinsky, Britten, and others
would mine folk song for inspiration—that folk song and dance would nourish high creation in
music and in other arts as well. Decades ago, MacKenzie (1928) could say of the Nova Scotia
ballad singers that “they are nowadays the only true possessors of that precious gift handed down
from ancient times” (p.8) in reference to “the great body of song and story that once moved
among forgotten people of the earth” (p. 18).

World Music
In his meta-analysis of folk song, ethnomusicologist Alan Lomax (1959/2003a)
suggested that there are ten or more musical style families in the world—American Indian,
Pygmoid, African, Australian, Melanesian, Polynesian, Malayan, Eurasian, Old European, and
Modern European (including the Americas). “It seems clear that these ten styles have spread
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over large areas during extremely long periods of time, possibly with the diffusion of the modern
races of mankind. They appear to change more slowly than any other human art” (p. 167).
Lomax (1962/2003b) compared the performance singing styles of different regions:
There is a difference in kind between the main performance structure of Western
European folk song, where a lone voice dominates a group of passive listeners, and the
situation in which every member of a group participates, not only in the rhythm and the
counterpoint of a performance, but in recreating the melody, as in the Pygmy hocketing
style. (p. 259)
Between the extremes of the solo unaccompanied and the contrapuntal styles, Lomax
outlined what he called the bardic style, found primarily in Eurasia. “The Oriental bard is a
highly idiosyncratic solo singer, a master of subtly designed verse and of complex, shifting, and
sometimes meterless rhythm” (p. 265). These singers are accompanied by various instruments.
One of Lomax’s primary conclusions was that interpersonal relationships and role-taking tend to
mirror a society’s singing style.
Lomax considered seven factors to be fundamental in classifying the folk song style of an
area. They are as follows, along with my intimations of how each can provide a useful link
between ethnomusicology and music therapy theory, research, and practice. I suggest that music
therapists could integrate these aspects in their design of the therapeutic process—as the
therapists I mention have done.
1.   The degree in which song is a communal or individualistic product.
Folk song provides a rich resource ranging from the very personal song of self to songs
for the wider social group. Bunt and Stige (2014) suggest that in the developing approach
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of culture-centred music therapy, “all human practices can be understood ecologically:
changes at the level of the individual have implications for various social systems and
vice versa. . . . Music can be considered a ‘structuring resource’ that enables agency; it
can often be used to mobilise other resources as well at both a personal and social level”
(pp. 48–49).
2.   The amount of blend in choral singing and the degree of choral singing or lack of it.
The clinical music therapist is very aware of the benefits of group singing. I remind the
reader of the cross-national study of 1100 choir members from 21 choirs in three
countries where there was solid data to support the efficacy of singing for psychological
well-being (Clift & Hancox, 2010).
3.   The quality of the voice and its mode of production.
Two fundamental components of Baker and Uhlig’s (2011) model of vocal therapy are
(1) the sounds of the voice, which include breath, sighing, vocalization, chanting, toning,
verbal singing, and dialogue; and (2) identifying whose voice is being used or heard and
in what form. This could include the music therapist’s voice, the client’s voice, or both
singing together, and could be a cappella or accompanied with instruments.
4.   The position and use of the body by the singer, the muscular tension evidenced in the
throat and the facial expression.
In her groundbreaking work in vocal psychotherapy, Austin (2008) points to the
importance of the body–mind connection in all vocal work approached in a
psychotherapeutic way, particularly in relation to PTSD and other traumas. She
specifically integrates Levine’s (1997) work on somatic experiencing. This body-centered
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approach is one in which “the primary focus is on the sensate experience of the client:
tracking the memories, affects and images that arise from a deep somatic source in the
body” (Austin, 2008, p. 61). We know that outer expression can reflect many different
layers of inner experience—and this is so in both the personal and social domains.
5.   The circumstantial and functional background of the music, both social and
psychological.
The music therapy session is set up as a deliberate way of using the elements of music
within a therapeutic relationship to move towards a positive goal. Within this structure,
the therapist can use music in a flexible manner, resonating with both the social and
psychological realities of the client’s life. In this sense one could argue that, within the
music therapy experience, it is all connected to music, that there really are no nonmusical goals. Beyond ethnomusicology, the anthropology of music provides the music
therapist with a broad cultural understanding of the myriad functions of music.
6.   The prevailing mood of the music, evidenced by its melodic contour and the content of the
verse.
In their comprehensive study of melody in music therapy, Aldridge and Aldridge (2008)
traced the historical context and investigated current theories of melody. They developed
a method for analysing melodic improvisation called therapeutic narrative analysis. They
offer several practical steps for developing a melody within a therapy phase. For them,
“melody is the outward expression of that pattern which connects” (p. 325), connecting
the patient and the therapist and connecting individuals to their own processes of inner
transformation.
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7.   Of all the social and emotional factors involved, by far the most important seem to be:
the position of women, the sexual code, the degree of permissiveness about sexual
enjoyment, and the affectual relationship between parents and children.
Lomax was well ahead of his time as an advocate for gender equality. In his work of
collecting folk song he travelled widely and was witness to the stifling effect of rigid
patriarchal practices in many cultures. Curtis (2013) provides a review of how current
feminist perspectives are beginning to deepen our “understanding of the importance of
gender—and its multiple intersections with such dimensions as race, class, sexual
orientation, ability, and age—in our clients’ lives and in our own lives, both within the
therapy setting and outside it” (para. 8). As well, the importance of parent–child bonding
has long been recognized in clinical music therapy. For example, one new clinical
approach is to help pregnant women become comfortable with their own singing while
developing lullabies for the coming child.
Briefly stated, one can see that world musics provide a range of structures, themes, and
approaches that are highly adaptable to clinical music therapy.
Folk Song in Music Therapy
Often in the clinical practice of music therapy we find ourselves creating “conditions of
possibility” where engagement in a musical process, moving towards a therapeutic change, can
happen. The extant world we find in a living tradition such as folk song can be a fertile resource
to this end. As understood by ethnomusicologist McKay (1994), the modern interest in folklore
and folk song in particular has been explained as a movement called folk theory, a turning to a
simpler, more natural world “as ways of countering the stresses of modernity, positioning
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tradition and custom as almost sacred elements of collective identity” (p. 11). Fowke (1976)
states that “the emphasis now is less on the ‘olden times’ and more on the traditions that continue
into the present” (p. 9). In other words, there are forms and structures in folk song we can use to
articulate and express the important realities we face today.

Points to consider
Thus far, I have identified three essential evolutionary functions of music, outlined what
happens when we sing, presented a description of the human vocal/tonal system, given an
overview of the uses of voice in music therapy, examined the musical structures and lyrical
themes of traditional songs, and explored some connections of world music styles and music
therapy. Noting Cross’s functions once again—the coordinating/interactive function of music
(F1), the function of rhythmic entrainment (F2), and the function of floating intentionality (F3)—
I now offer several suggestions as to how and why folk song can be a positive and generative
resource for the clinical music therapist:
1.   Folk song is an expression of cultural heritage. It connects us to the succession of
generations experienced by family and tribe. It is part of our cultural DNA and is
embedded within us as an ongoing narrative, expressed as a language of melody and
poetic imagery. This is a rich place of connection for music therapists working with
individuals from their own or other cultures. (F1, F2, F3)
2.   The rhythmic structures of folk song help us to understand the music of today. The basic
structures of contemporary song are variations on the basic strophic and binary forms
congruent with folk songs of the world. As well, the interactive nature and flexibility of
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these musical forms—call and response, canons, add-on songs, and the many antiphonal
forms—give music therapists a range of techniques in both pre-composed and
improvisatory styles adaptable to clinical settings. (F1, F2)
3.   The range of scalar and melodic materials available in traditional folk song gives the
music therapist a host of resources to learn, to adapt, and to develop. The classic modes
and the pentatonic forms provide simple yet flexible means of generating new melodies,
rich in emotional nuance. (F3)
4.   Folk song presents an array of lyrical themes, singing a person through the cycle of life;
for the music therapist, there are familiar themes. Even better, there are new poetic
pathways, perhaps previously unconsidered, but now made real in the traditional song—
ways of expression that can be used in clinical work. I have identified many of these
themes in the list of song types and in the description of the continua of experience.
These lyrical structures are easily adapted to rewriting within clinical songwriting
contexts. (F1, F3)
5.   The musical and thematic resources of folk song certainly provide examples of musical
functions F1, F2, and F3, as understood within the social domain. But music is personal
as well, both for the therapist and the individual in need. Folk song has the qualities of
every meaningful song. Cited in Dileo (1999), Ken Bruscia writes:
Songs are our connections to life. They connect us to our inner world; they bring
us closer to others; they keep us company when we are alone. They articulate our
beliefs and reaffirm our values. They arouse, they accompany, and they release.
And as the years pass, our songs bear witness to our lives and give voice to our
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experiences. They rekindle the past, reflect the present, and project the future.
Songs weave tales of our joys and sorrows; they express our dreams and
disappointments, our fears and triumphs. (p. 153)

Questions of Song Choice
A reflective music therapist will now want to think through the question of client
preference. Does the client know these songs? If not, why not use songs the client prefers,
perhaps popular songs they know and with which they already have a strong connection? This
leads me to consider issues of song choice in music therapy. For Shultis and Gallagher (2015),
“song choice and subsequent discussion can be very powerful interventions” (p. 445).
What of using folk song in protocols of song choice? Many songs already in use in music
therapy come from the deep cultural storehouse of folk song. Consider the many songs one might
use with North American children in music therapy: “Skip to my Lou,” “I’ve Been Workin’ on
the Railroad,” “Shortnin’ Bread,” “Hush Little Baby,” “Farmer in the Dell,” “Old MacDonald,”
and so on. Folk songs widely in use with the elderly include songs both secular and sacred:
“When the Saints Go Marching In,” “My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean,” “She’ll be Coming
Around the Mountain,” “Swing Low, Sweet Chariot”—the list goes on. As well, a music
therapist with a client coming from another culture would certainly want to access the folk songs
of that culture.
It is clear that client-preferred music is a positive approach to song choice. In their study
of song choice with adults with profound and multiple disabilities, Lee and McFerran (2012)
found that “when provided with opportunities to improve their ability to express consistent
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preference and clear choice making skills, individuals with profound and multiple disabilities are
able to do so” (Conclusion section, para. 1). This speaks to the importance of accessing the
client’s existing song resources. But this is not the only consideration one has in choosing songs
in a clinical session. The client’s store of song resources can oftentimes be lacking in many
areas. The therapist needs to be able to bring in something new.
Shultis and Gallagher (2015) explain that “the process of identifying a song that matches
a mood, communicates a need, or tells a story about one’s self, history, or current experience
provides a means of expression and communication for the client and assessment and evaluative
information for the therapist” (p. 445). Song choice can also lead to “a discussion that provides a
personal vocabulary for songwriting later in the session” (p. 445). Given this kind of clinical
potential for song choice, it is reasonable for the music therapist to present the client with new
resources from the world of folk song. These can be presented within a protocol of client
preference, developing as new song resources for the individual, or the group.
As developed in neurologic music therapy, “Therapeutic Singing (TS) refers to the more
generalized use of singing activities for a variety of therapeutic purposes” (Johnson, 2014, p.
185). Concerning song choice in therapeutic singing interventions, Johnson explains that
“although patient preference is certainly a vital element to consider, an effective song choice
involves consideration of a wide range of factors. The music therapist must address the musical
logic and the therapeutic logic of their song choice to foster meaningful success in therapy” (p.
194). She mentions temporal flexibility, the ability for a song to maintain its rhythmic integrity
when slowed down or sped up, as one such musical factor. As an example of therapeutic logic,
singing songs can serve to reinforce speech/language and respiratory goals. One can see that the
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rich content and form of folk song has the potential to enhance the music therapist’s
understanding that, to use Johnson’s words, “it is perceptive musical choices, implemented with
esthetic facilitation of the singing opportunity, that elevate therapeutic singing above the ‘singalong’ and into an extremely effective therapeutic technique” (p. 194).
In her work using Israeli folksongs with women experiencing bereavement and loss,
Amir (1998) found that folk songs “have sometimes become a mirror to the tension connected to
complicated political and religious issues of Israeli society and elicit strong positive and negative
feelings” (p. 217). These ethnic songs promote engaged discussion in important issues that
surface “from the very fact that we all live in a small country that struggles for peace, identity,
meaning and quality of life” (p. 223). Song choice for her groups reflects cultural roots, age
group, and individual preference—a vibrant mix of “Israeli and American folksongs, Israeli,
American and European rock, pop and jazz, ethnic, spiritual and classical music sung in many
languages” (p. 222).
From the above discussion we can conclude that using folk song, whether known to the
client or not, provides an opportunity to explore a repertoire of music the clinical music therapist
can adapt in many ways. It’s not a question of implementing song choice either as songs the
client knows and prefers or as songs from the world of folk music as yet unknown to the client—
but rather that the music therapist and client have access to both known and as yet unknown
songs, whether traditional or contemporary, in concert with musical and therapeutic goals.
I now present a brief report on the use of folk songs with three individuals in music
therapy.
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Matthew
Matthew was a 42-year-old male with a long-time diagnosis of autism. He was living
with his elderly mother in a two-bedroom apartment. She was worried for his future, especially
as she herself had been struggling with a serious illness. He had been attending music therapy
sessions in a private studio for seven months. A primary goal for Matthew was to develop his
ability to speak up for himself. For three sessions I had been working with him on the traditional
Canadian round, “My Paddle.”

This round was chosen both both for its musical vitality and its poetic resonance.
Matthew had spent several weeks every summer as a child and young adult in a summer camp on
Georgian Bay in Ontario. These were very positive memories for him. He expressed great
enthusiasm for the words, particularly quick, goose, flash, swing, and flight.
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Step one was to have Matthew memorize first the words, then the words and tune line by
line. Next he was asked to sing the song in unison with the therapist. The third step was for him
to sing the song by himself. Once this was accomplished we proceeded to work on step four,
performing it as a canon. Matthew would begin at measure 1, and when he reached measure 3,
the therapist would begin measure 1. At this point he would lose his concentration and begin to
sing in unison with the therapist. He was being asked to sing his part even though the therapist
was singing a different section of the song. As we repeated the task, Matthew was able to hold
his part for longer periods of time before reverting to unison. One can see that this skill required
him to have increased confidence in his ability, leading to an increased capacity to individuate
when challenged. He was able to accomplish this task, with the therapist following. Finally, we
reached a point where the therapist led, beginning at measure 1, and Matthew was able to come
in successively, holding his part for three full turns of the canon. This represented a true success
for him in his goal of speaking up, in using his voice to assert himself (F3).
Matthew became quite involved in exploring connections found in the lyric. As we
looked through a book about building birch bark canoes, I was made aware of Matthew’s
lifelong fascination with all things related to First Nations people (F1). We developed
movements to go with the song, different arm and body paddling strokes (F2). He enjoyed the
multimodal process, gaining confidence in his ability to express himself while learning more
about the world. This newly developing skill for participation gave him a sense of personal
agency within a context of inclusion in a musical space that was both new and familiar.
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Alma
Alma came from a small Acadian village in western Nova Scotia. Due to complications
at birth, her legs and spine were twisted, making it impossible for her to use a wheelchair,
confining her to a bed for life. She also suffered severe and recurrent pain in her joints and back.
Her family could not provide the necessary and constant physical care required, and at the age of
eight Alma was sent to live in a large residential rehabilitation centre in another part of the
province. She remained at the centre into adulthood and was living on a mixed unit for adults
with a variety of developmental and physical challenges. She participated in a weekly singing
circle where she was a very positive and engaged member. As well, I visited with her for
individual music therapy sessions.
In these one-on-one sessions it became very clear that Alma’s family and her Acadian
French upbringing were integral to her sense of self. She unfolded a narrative of a large and
caring family that loved to sing. At the time, she had lived in the rehabilitation centre for more
than 50 years but could still sing snatches of several favourite family songs. Some of these I was
able to play for her, and I began to teach her the words again. The songs she brought forth were
all Acadian folk songs, particularly those most common on the western French Shore of Nova
Scotia. We decided to prepare one song for her to sing for her sisters Marcelle and Antoine
during their upcoming autumn visit. She chose her favourite, “Partons la Mer est Belle.” She had
a very clear memory of lying in her upstairs bedroom, her window facing the harbour, where she
could see the boats coming and going around the breakwater. This beautiful ballad tells the story
of fishermen going out well before dawn, in the light of the moon and stars.
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Partons, La Mer est Belle

Onto the Beautiful Sea (Translation)

La pêche sera bonne,
Amis partons sans bruit,
La pleine lune donne,
Presque toute la nuit.
Il faut qu'avant l'aurore,
Nous soyons de retour,
Pour admirer encore,
Les merveilles du jour.

The fishing will be good,
Friends, let’s sail out quietly.
Full moon, she is glistening,
Will brighten up our night.
Needs must before the dawn,
That we come back to port,
To catch up once again,
The marvellous morning sun.

Refrain:
Partons, la mer est belle,
Embarquons-nous, pêcheurs,

We’re off, the sea is beautiful,
Come aboard you fishermen,
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Guidons notre nacelle,
Ramons avec ardeur.
Aux mâts hissons les voiles,
Le ciel est pur et beau,
Je vois briller l'étoile,
Qui guide les matelots.

Come steer our vessel,
Row as hard as you can.
Wind whips the mast and sails,
The heavens pure and beautiful,
I see the stars that shine,
They guide all sailors home.

The second verse tells the story of how the singer’s father perished in a sudden storm,
and the final verse tells of his living with his mother, as her only support, and how he hurries
home from sea each day to her. Alma was able to sing both the first verse and refrain for her
sisters. This was emotionally very moving for Alma and her sisters. They asked to sing the song
again, and sang all the verses. That afternoon, her sisters sang several more Acadian folk songs
both with and for Alma—adding in the family stories, hilarious to poignant.
This event had a profound impact on Alma’s sense of herself as a member of a still
vibrant and soulfully connected family, of herself as an Acadienne. She began to speak to me
more and more in French. As well, in her positive and charming way, she began to sing
“Partons” and other songs to some of her fellow residents.
In this work with Alma we note several important ways in which folk song can have a
therapeutic dimension:
•   the evidence of how early childhood singing experiences are embedded in memory, ready
to be accessed, even decades later
•   the importance of cultural expression in providing bonding experiences in family
contexts—connecting family through culture
•   the carrying power of lasting melodies to transcend the passing of generations
•   the ability of lyric to tell real life stories of family and work, within an aesthetically
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pleasing and emotionally impactful container
•   the way that once a song is learned, it can become a gift, a song one sings for others

Terrence
Terrence was a 16-year-old in a juvenile detention centre. His latest sentence was 14
months for assault and armed robbery. It was his fourth prison term since the age of 12. I saw
him once a week for a rap music therapy group as well as for individual music therapy sessions.
Within the gang culture of youth-at-risk in this centre, two specific music groups were
developed—one was based on rock and roll, using a rock band structure of bass, drums, and
guitar; the other featured rap music, free-styling to beats and loops, using electronic keyboards
and loop pedals. For Terrence and his crew, rap was something they felt strongly about. The
group would begin with writing out rhymes or themes, choosing or creating a beat, then freestyling—improvising rhymingly—over that beat. I taped all sessions and we would listen back. I
would often stop the tape and have them interpret what they were saying.
The joyous sense of play and emotional release seen while they were freestyling stood in
sharp contrast to dark themes, common to the gangsta rap they emulated, that emerged:
glorification of the crime life, misogyny, threats of violence to other gangs (and later to staff),
vocal strutting, using guns to get the millions and the bling, and praise of the gang. In individual
sessions I often used the format of a taped formal interview to get them to tell their own life
stories, encouraging them to explore other themes in their writing and singing. Each was
encouraged to keep a writing journal.
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On this particular Tuesday, Terrence had been given permission to attend his maternal
grandfather’s funeral in Halifax. He was taken to the city, attended the funeral, visited with
family for an hour, and came back to the centre in time for our afternoon individual music
therapy session. He began to talk of his grandfather, his “Poppy,” and it was clear that this
relationship was complicated but important to Terrence. In the early years, Poppy served as the
proxy father he never had, but Terry had drifted into a gang and away from the family supports.
Poppy kept encouraging him to get back into a positive rather than a destructive way of life,
away from drugs and violence. Terrence admitted he did not want to hear that message, so he
had kept away from the family. As we talked I suggested that he use his writing skills to make a
rap song for Poppy. He got right to it and 20 minutes later he was choosing beats and wanted me
to turn on the tape recorder.
As Poppy was an African Nova Scotian, his funeral service had featured an antiphonal
eloquence in speech as well as soulful and rhythmic music. One song in particular really stuck
with Terrence, and he found a way to weave it into his “Rappin’ for Poppy.” He had me play the
guitar chords, and this tune became the template for the recurring melodic interlude so common
to rap songs. The song he used was a traditional African American folk song, “Let Me Fly.” Like
many Black spirituals, this song uses the imagery of travelling—a tradition dating back to the
days of the Underground Railroad when tens of thousands of slaves fled their bondage and
travelled the midnight path of the Freedom Train, many coming to Nova Scotia. Terrence
adapted the words of the chorus to sing of Poppy:
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Traditional:

Terrence’s Adaptation:

Now let me fly,
Now let me fly,
Now let me fly into Mount Zion,
Lord! Lord!

Now let him fly,
Let Poppy fly,
Now let him fly to a better place,
Lord! Lord!

With a lyrical adaptation as his refrain, he then mixed in the recitative/rapping verses
about Poppy. The result was a rap that was personal, true, deeply felt—unlike anything Terrence
had ever written before. He sang of his own journey and how Poppy had been a big part of it,
like a lighthouse beacon for him. We taped the song and listened back. He agreed that this was
different, that he was hearing his own voice for the first time. In time, we made more copies for
him to share with his friends and family.
In summary, the folk song “Let Me Fly” enhanced Terrence’s rap song by
•   providing a spiritual connection that came from a profound family ritual,
•   linking him with feeling to his own minority cultural community,
•   giving him an easily sung chorus to be a counterpoint to his rap, and
•   encouraging a vision of better things, both for him and for Poppy.
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This experience also enriched my clinical understanding of how rap, when used in an
authentic personal way, inclusive of historical cultural connections, can be a powerful and deeply
therapeutic musical form.

Summing Up
The music therapist is part of an ongoing tradition found in every culture—the awareness
of music as an effective modality for healing in both personal and social contexts. The new
interdisciplinary field of medical ethnomusicology is committed to understanding the historical
and cultural connections of music and healing. Koen et al. (2008) explain:
A new milieu of consciousness is emerging among researchers and practitioners across
disciplines in music, the health sciences, integrative, complementary, and alternative
medicine (ICAM), the physical and social sciences, medical humanities, and the healing
arts. This confluence of innovative thinking approaches music, health, and healing anew
by integrating knowledge from diverse research areas and domains of human life that are
conventionally viewed as disparate but are laden with potential benefits for improved or
vibrant quality of life, prevention of illness and disease, and even cure and healing. (p.3)
There is a growing literature on music therapy in the context of medical ethnomusicology
including, in 2015, a special issue published by Voices: A World Forum for Music Therapy (vol.
15, no. 3) on these topics. Sensitivity to the importance of a multicultural perspective in the
practice of music therapy has been developing for many years (Darrow & Molloy, 1998;
Moreno, 1988; Pavlicevic, 2003). Most recently, the expanding literature and practices of
community music therapy (Stige & Aaro, 2012) have served to push the boundaries of
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understanding and integrating culture, both from the local and global perspectives. All of this is
developing while an abundance of information about therapy and music has become available
through new technologies of online distribution. It is more important than ever that the
contemporary music therapist be able to contextualize these vast resources.
The purpose of this essay has been to provide music therapists with an understanding of
how folk song can enable a deeper understanding of many song forms and themes, thereby
aligning them with the movement towards inclusion of cultural sensibilities in clinical work. This
has been done with a view to connecting imported ethnomusicological theory with modern
music-centered theories of music therapy. I have outlined several important reasons why folk
song has rich potential as a positive therapeutic resource for the clinical music therapist:
•   Folk song is an expression of cultural heritage.
•   The musical structures of folk song help us to understand the music of today.
•   The scalar and melodic materials of folk song provide fundamental resources for
clinical adaptation, fully capable of emotional nuance.
•   Folk song presents an array of lyrical themes, connecting one to the cycle of life.
•   Folk song provides access to the interactive (F1), entraining (F2), and meaningful
(F3) functions of music in the social domain and contains the qualities that help make
for a personally meaningful song.
I have also discussed issues of song choice in music therapy, pointing out the value of
folk songs within a context of using both known and unknown materials so the therapist can
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make “perceptive musical choices, implemented with esthetic facilitation of the singing
opportunity” (Johnson, 2014, p. 194).
In my own clinical work, both in group and individual therapy contexts, I use a broad
range of techniques with folk song materials: re-creating songs, composing new lyrics or
completely new songs within folk forms, using folk songs as a catalyst for improvisation, and
using traditional songs for listening or discussion. Folk songs have good structural bones, they
speak to life, and they open up new areas of reality for both therapist and client.
It is my hope that this essay will encourage readers to look into the folk songs of their
regions—and beyond—to add depth and range to their repertoires of therapeutic resources. The
following table is offered as a visual summary of some aspects of this discussion concerning folk
song and its uses within music therapy:
Table 1
Understanding Folk Song as a Therapeutic Resource

Music: sound as...a
Evolutionary functionb

F1

F2

F3

human play

time-ordered

trans-verbal

social interaction

rhythmic entrainment floating intentionality

Biomusical systemc

harmony

rhythm

melody

Clinical benefitd

identity

motivation

insight

Note: aOur working definition of music as sound, described in terms of harmony (play), rhythm
(time-ordered), and melody (trans-verbal). bThe most important functions of music as identified
by studies in human evolution. cThose aspects of music we find embedded in the human
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organism. dA suggestion of some primary clinical benefits derived from each aspect of music;
these are merely indications of a generative method for developing therapeutic goals.
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